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We conduct a multiscale modeling of different iron systems exposed to carbon-rich atmospheres by
means of density functional theory and reactive molecular dynamics in order to evaluate the effects of
temperature, gas content and surface defects such as emerging grain boundaries and grooves on CO
dissociation rate. Comparative density functional theory calculations of carbon adsorption energies on
clean surface and the groove area show that grooves have preferential binding sites, explaining why
emerging grain boundaries are more severely attacked by metal dusting corrosion. Molecular dynamical
simulations using a ReaxFF potential on iron S3 and S5 emerging grain boundaries on (111) and (210)
surfaces, respectively, also demonstrate the enhanced CO dissociation rate within the grooves area.
Analysis of CO dissociation and recombination events on these systems demonstrates quantitatively the
dual role of hydrogen as a CO dissociation enhancer and reactant with dissociated carbon atoms. By
carefully characterizing reaction mechanisms as a function of reactant content, we provide a linear
correspondence between CO dissociation variation as function of temperature and the experimental
measurement of metal dusting corrosion rate.
© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Surfaces and interfaces and their orientations in crystalline
structures play a crucial role in the adsorption and dissociation of
molecules acting as preferential sites for corrosion and crack initiation [1]. Despite signiﬁcant advances achieved in the preparation
of high-quality metallic surfaces, surface defects such as vacancies,
dislocations and emerging grain boundaries on the surface are
inevitable. These defects affect the homogeneity of the surface by
enhancing its catalytic activity and favoring the adsorption and
segregation of impurities and molecules that might trigger corrosion. For example, metal dusting, a destructive type of corrosion,
takes place when materials are exposed to high-carbon containing
atmospheres namely hydrocarbons, such as CH4 and CO at high
temperatures, typically between 600 K and 1100 K [2], leading to
the breakdown of bulk metals into metal powders.
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This process is caused by hydrocarbons that dissociate readily
on the metal surface followed by carbon atom diffusion into the
subsurface to form cementite. At more advanced stages, carbon
diffusion in the bulk is observed leading to cementite precipitate
formation, while metal diffusion from bulk to the surface is
observed thus increasing the reactivity of the surface. Beyond
dusting, the kinetics of hydrocarbon dissociation and diffusion in
iron through surfaces or grain boundaries plays a general role in
steel corrosion and steelmaking processes [3].
Although carbon adsorption, segregation and diffusion in Fe
surface and grain boundaries have been thoroughly studied
experimentally and theoretically [2,4e7], some of the factors
affecting the CO dissociation rate, such as defective surfaces with
emerging GBs, temperature and hydrogen that could affect the
metal dusting phenomenon are still not fully understood.
Hydrogen effect on iron surfaces attracted a good deal of attention,
both in DFT studies dealing with its adsorption, absorption, dissolution, and diffusion energetics on iron bulk and surfaces [10e12]
as well as using reactive molecular dynamics simulations [13] to
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elucidate the mechanisms of hydrogen interaction with pure and
defective -iron using ReaxFF potentials. However, very few studies
have focused on the effect of emerging GBs from the atomic
modeling point of view. Among those, Ho-Seok et al. [8] demonstrated by means of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation using the
Embedded Atom Model (EAM) potential how Ga could penetrate Al
bicrystal along the S5 symmetric tilt boundary emerging at the
surface. Ga penetration seems to constitute the early stages of
liquid metal embrittlement. MD simulations show that penetration
of liquid Ga through certain types of grain boundaries marks a
signiﬁcant enhancement upon applying stress [8]. Frolov et al. [9]
studied, also by means of EAM potentials, the effect of emerging
S5 GB on Cu causing structural transformations at interfaces.
Reversible ﬁrst order transformations between phases were
observed by varying temperature or injecting point defects in the
boundary region. Furthermore, experimental observation of
emerging GB on metal dusting by Chun et al. [2] demonstrated that
the localized corrosion of iron profuse primarily via the grain
boundary regions.
The main goal of the present study is to further expand our
understanding of the early stages of metal dusting corrosion by
means of atomistic simulations. We employ a multiscale computational methodology to study the adsorption and segregation of
carbon atoms on S3 and S5 GBs emerging at a free surface (FS) of
pure BCC-Fe. Density Functional Theory calculations (DFT) provide
accurate quantitative results about adsorption, site preference and
segregation energies. Nevertheless, the high computational cost
associated with surface calculations limits the number of atoms
considered to a few hundred atoms. Because we are dealing with
extended defects on surfaces that propagate to the bulk region as
well, physically-relevant models require thousands of atoms,
making the standard DFT calculation prohibitively expensive. To
access the right model size, we make use of empirical molecular
dynamics that can handle larger numbers of atoms at the cost of
interatomic potential accuracy. To limit the impact of the potential,
we select a recent version of the reactive force ﬁeld (ReaxFF) potential (2016) [13] originally derived by Van Duin et al. in (2011)
[14] and ﬁtted to various DFT and experimental data. This potential
reproduces the catalytic activities of C, O, H on BCC-Fe surface and
has proved to be efﬁcient in simulating the adsorption and dissociation phenomena with good accuracy [15]. We used this potential
to investigate CO dissociation on a BCC-Fe surface as a function of
temperature, the effect of hydrogen molecules, and additional
factors inﬂuencing the CO dissociation rates, including defective
surface properties such as a GB emerging at the surface, quantities
that have been poorly explored to date.
To this end, a defective region at the meeting point between the
GB and the FS with missing Fe atoms is created to simulate a groove.
A groove may emerge from a local nanoscale damage or nanoindentation and act as a corrosion initiation site. We explore the
role of the groove in accelerating the C adsorption and trapping as
well as the CO dissociation rate once the surface is exposed to a
mixture of CO and H2 gases by following the dynamics of their
deposition. We derive a relationship between CO dissociation rate
and the variation of temperature, thus elucidating its impact on the
metal dusting corrosion rate. We also analyze how hydrogen enhances the CO dissociation rate on Fe surfaces and ﬁnally conﬁrm
the effect of grooves as a CO dissociation rate enhancer.
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method [16], implemented in the Vienna Ab initio simulation
package (VASP) [17,18]. Spin-polarized treatment is used in all
calculations with 2  5  1 k-point sampling. Total energies are
calculated with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV for all models.
Convergence criteria of 0.1 meV/atom and 103 Å are used for total
energy and structure relaxation respectively.
The model consists of a BCC-Fe slab of 158 atoms with a S3 GB
emerging at the (111) surface enclosed in a periodic simulation box
of 14.89  8.10  28.07 Å3. To guarantee negligible interaction
between surfaces due to periodic boundary conditions, the size of
the vacuum region is set to 8 Å (see Fig. 1). Two of the overall ten
atomic layers at bottom of the slab are ﬁxed to simulate inﬁnite
bulk. In a previous report [19], we demonstrated that, for CO
molecules adsorbed on a BCC-Fe surface, ﬁnite size effects lead to a
signiﬁcant slow convergence of the adsorption energy as a function
of the simulation box size affecting the molecules' dissociation
barrier as well. One of the major contributors to this slow convergence is the self-interaction due to the dipole moment of the CO
molecule. In order to minimize this contribution while keeping the
size of the simulation box tractable for DFT calculations, adsorption
energies are restricted to one carbon atom only at different positions within the S3 GB emerging at the (111) surface. In the case of
one carbon atom, the adsorption energy is the energy difference
between the surface with adsorbed atoms and the clean surface
and isolated carbon atoms: Ead ¼ EFe-ad  EFe  EC-iso
2.2. Models for CO, H2 adsorption on Fe surfaces
Empirical molecular dynamics calculations are performed on
two grain boundaries: S3 and S5, emerging at the (111) and (210)
surfaces of BCC-Fe, respectively. For that purpose, two matching
slab models are built together with their corresponding ideal slabs
to ensure equal footing setups (comparable adsorption surface
area). The S3 (S5) GB emerging at the surface model consists of
4100 (4500) atoms enclosed in a simulation box of
3
3
61:8  72:7  19:8
A (22:8  61:1  65:9
A ), leading to surface
2
2
areas of 14.5 nm for S3 and 20.5 nm for S5 GB. The corresponding
clean surface model has to have an equal surface area, we thus build
a 4788 (5400) atom slab, within a periodic simulation box of 59:4 
3
3
20:2  70:7 
A (28:5  61:0  70:0 
A ) i.e. around 15 (22) layers,
leading to a free adsorption surface area of 14.4 nm2 for (111) and
(20.0 nm2) for (210) surfaces. For both GB models, we include the
3
groove area of about 4:0  8:1  5:5 
A in calculating the total
surface (see Fig. 2).
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed using the Largescale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)
code [20]. The equations of motion are integrated using the

2. Computational methods
2.1. Density functional theory calculation
DFT calculations are carried out using the GGA-PBE exchangecorrelation functional with the projector augmented wave (PAW)

Fig. 1. Model of Fe S3 symmetrical tilt grain boundary emerging at the (111) surface.
Iron atom sites used in carbon adsorption are labeled from 1 to 6. LB corresponds to the
Long Bridge adsorption site, SB to the Short Bridge, TF to the Three Fold, SH to the
Shallow Hollow, and DH to the Deep Hollow. TF 5e6 corresponds to the three fold
position between Fe atom 5 and 6. The groove is clearly visible by the V-shape at the
center of the sample.
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the CO molecule is considered to be completely dissociated [6].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Density functional theory results

Fig. 2. Relaxed S5 grain boundary emerging at the (210) surface with a nanoindentation or a groove area (MD simulation with 4500 atoms). The dimensions of the
€ ms.
surface and the groove are indicated in angstro

velocity-Verlet method in the canonical ensemble (NVT) under a
constant number of atoms, volume and temperature. In general,
time step for empirical MD should be 1 order of magnitude smaller
than the shortest motion or approximately 0.5e1.0 fs. Using the
ReaxFF interatomic potential requires the use of an even smaller
time step; to ensure the correct dynamics with atomic charge and
bond order ﬂuctuations, a time step of 0.2 fs is selected. Simulations
are run for up to 400 ps; during the equilibration stage, temperature is raised gradually by 0.01 K per MD step.
We use the “deposit” command of the LAMMPS package to
insert the molecules into the vacuum region. This feature, which
simulates better the gas ﬂow, allows us to insert molecules
randomly in space every 125 time steps. Molecules are inserted
gradually in the box starting at least 0.5 nm away from the surface
and its periodic counterpart to avoid inserting particles close to the
surface. A “ﬁx wall” command is used to prevent the possibility of a
particle escaping out of the vacuum region. It is worth mentioning
that initiating the calculation with a large number of deposited CO
and H2 molecules would prevent the observation of CO reacting
with the BCC-Fe surface in favor of the formation of complexes in
the vacuum region. All models have thick vacuum region of 30 Å to
ensure that we avoid any signiﬁcant raise in the pressure upon the
molecular insertion. This large vacuum also enables us to insert a
sufﬁcient amount of a 50%CO:50%H2 gas mixture reacting with
(111) and (210) iron surfaces until they become fully covered or in
other words until the surface coverage saturation is reached.
The systems that we have studied are composed of ﬂexible
molecules with ﬁg. ﬂexible bonds that exhibit translational, rotational, torsional, and vibrational motion, hence the ReaxFF represents a convenient way to compute the interatomic interaction.
ReaxFF is a general bond-order-dependent force ﬁeld that provides
accurate descriptions of bond breaking and bond formation (e.g.,
[13,21]). The main difference with traditional unreactive force ﬁelds
is that in ReaxFF the connectivity is determined by bond orders
calculated for interatomic distances that are updated every MD
step. This allows for the adaption of each atom force ﬁeld as a
function of its coordination. In order to account for non-bonded
interactions such as van der Waals and Coulomb interactions in a
system with changing connectivity, these interactions are calculated between every pair of atoms, irrespective of connectivity, and
all excessive close-range nonbonded interactions are avoided by
the inclusion of a shielding term [21]. In addition, ReaxFF accounts
for polarization effects by using a geometry-dependent charge
calculation scheme. A full description of ReaxFF potential functions
can be found in Ref. [22].
The dissociation rate in this work is calculated using a simple
script that reads MD dumping ﬁles at required time steps and
calculates the distance between C and O atoms. If it exceeds 1.7 Å,

The adsorption energy of carbon atoms on the S3 symmetrical
tilt grain boundary emerging at the bcc-Fe (111) surface is calculated for 13 different adsorption sites. Fig. 1 presents a schematic
presentation of the S3 emerging at the (111) surface, with iron
asymmetric adsorption sites numbered from 1 to 6, along with the
different types of carbon adsorption which are: LB -Long Bridge, SB
-Short Bridge, TF-Three Fold, SH eShallow Hollow, and DH -Deep
Hollow. TF 4e5 for example represents the Three Fold position
between iron atom number 4 and 5, S-DH presents the Deep Hollow position on the Surface (near site 1). As indicated above, due to
the limited size of the simulation box that could be treated using
DFT accuracy, we restrict the study to the S3 grain boundary since
this system can be correctly modeled using a few hundred atoms.
Furthermore, we calculate the adsorption of a single carbon atom
rather than that of a CO. This approach minimizes the ﬁnite size
effects and allow us to better capture the impact of the surface
defect, i.e. the groove, on the C adsorption energies, and its potential to act as a preferential adsorption (trapping) site. Fig. 3 reports the calculated carbon adsorption energies at the stable
adsorption sites. For each conﬁguration, we perform full structural
relaxations of the C atom as well as its 12 to 20 nearby neighboring
Fe atoms while ﬁxing all remaining atoms. During structural
relaxation, some initial adsorption sites turn out to be unstable,
causing the C atoms to move to more stable sites. This is the case,
for instance, for the Top 5 conﬁguration that relaxes to the TF 4e5
site, explaining why this site is not reported in Fig. 3. We ﬁrst
compare the C adsorption energies for the clean (111) surface, away
from the groove area. These positions are the Top 1, Top 2, shallowhollow (SH), and deep-hollow (DH) positions (they are shown in
green). The remaining 9 adsorption sites cover the possibilities in
the groove area (they are shown in blue). As can be seen from Fig. 3,
the adsorption energies on the surface in the region far from groove
are close to the ones we calculated for the clean non defective
surface and to those of Huo et al [11], although they are slightly
lower. This shows that strain effects associated with the emerging
GB propagate outside the groove, leading to preferred adsorption
sites in its vicinity as compared with the perfect surface. Interestingly, the Top positions on the defective surface become gradually
more and more stable as they are closer to the groove (sites 1 / 6),
indicating a trapping effect: adsorption energies evolve
from 5.6 eV at the Top 1 site to 7.64 eV at the bottom of the
groove (Top 6). Further analysis reveals that this considerable energy variation as a function of the Top position is due to the
morphology of the surface. For example, Top 6 position inside the
groove allows the carbon atom to make more bonds with the
nearest Fe atoms due to the slant morphology.
With respect to other positions, we ﬁnd that carbon atoms
prefer TF adsorption positions both in non-defective FS and GB
groove while the Top positions are likely to be visited during the
carbon diffusion on the surface. Our calculations show that TF energies in the groove area are 0.9 eV lower than the most stable site
in the clean surface. In addition, the groove area counts additional
TF positions (represented by blue triangles in Fig. 3) compared to
the clean surface and perfect S3 tilt GB, which might lead to a larger
C deposition and adsorption rate within the groove area.
The preferential groove area adsorption sites can be interpreted
by looking at the electronic density distribution at the surface and a
topological bonding analysis. We present in Fig. 4 the electronic
charge density for the S3 GB emerging at the (111) surface at
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Fig. 3. Adsorption energies (in eV), for a carbon atom on a S3 GB emerging on the (111) free surface. The positions are labeled (Top), Deep Hallow (DH) and Shallow Hallow (SH). The
adsorption site number 1 is the furthest from the groove, and adsorption site number 6 is the closest to the groove (see Fig. 1). The black squares refer to the adsorption energy on a
free, non-defective (111) surface; results from Ref. [19] are plotted in red squares for comparison. Adsorption energies far from the groove surface are represented in green, while
those within the groove area are presented by blue triangles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

electron density iso-values of 1.43 e/Å3. The charge transfer from
the surface to the adsorbed carbon atom at site Top 2 is visible in
the ﬁgure explaining the relatively high adsorption/segregation
energies. The electronic charge density is equally distributed on the
surface indicating that despite the variation in the structural
morphology of the surface, the metallic bond character of BCC-Fe
imposes a uniform electronic density across the entire surface.
Hence one may conclude that the preferential groove area
adsorption sites reported in the previous paragraph has other origins than the electronic distribution.
The preferential C adsorption in the groove area can be rather
fully understood from topological analysis of the bond formations:
it is well known that in the early stages of metal dusting, carbon
and iron form cementite Fe3C near the surface characterized by 6
FeeC bonds of around 2.0 Å with a total of 4 participating electrons.
A comparable coordination can be formed only if the interstitial C
atoms is located in bulk BCC-Fe interstitial octahedral sites which is
smaller than Fe3C octahedral site and thus encourages carbon
segregation to the surface and planar defects [23]. This renders the
formation of cementite in pure bulk more difﬁcult starting from the
perfect pure surface than from a defective one. On the other hand,
assuming that vacancies are present, the substitutional site in the
bulk introduces a large vacuum space in which C can make 3 bonds
only with its Fe nearest neighbors, which is not favorable as well.
Interestingly, the groove region offers the suitable topological
environment to form a four-fold CeFe bonding since it offers
slightly larger atomic distances than the ideal bulk structure, hence
giving rise to the very ﬁrst Fe3C nucleation seeds.

Fig. 4. Electron charge density at an isovalue of 1.43 e/Å3 for a S3 GB emerging at the
(111) surface with an adsorbed carbon atom at a Top 2 position. The groove area is
located in the center of the sample. The high charge density is distributed uniformly on
the surface.

In summary, using DFT calculations we demonstrate that C
adsorption is more favored in the groove area compared to the nondefective clean surface, suggesting that grooves are attacked more
severely by metal dusting phenomena and act as corrosion initiation and cementite seed formation centers, in agreement with the
experimental ﬁnding of Chun et al [2].
3.2. Molecular dynamics results
The previous section presented C adsorption energies using DFT
for a groove at one type of GB emerging at one speciﬁc surface.
Further investigation using other types of GB would unfortunately
requires working on larger GBs models that are out of reach with
current computational capabilities at the DFT level. Hence, we now
investigate the effect of a S5 GB emerging on a (210) the surface
using a reactive force ﬁeld enabling us to tackle large sample sizes
and reduce the ﬁnite size effects, and allowing us to perform a more
detailed analysis of the CO molecule interaction with the defective
surfaces.
More speciﬁcally, we perform a series of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations to evaluate the evolution of CO molecule dissociation rate as a function of: surface morphology, hydrogen content

Fig. 5. Variation of CO dissociation events of a gas mixture 50%CO:50%H2 molecules on
a clean (111) surface as a function of time in ps at various temperatures for a total of
200 CO and H2 molecules inserted.
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Fig. 6. (black circles) Dissociation rate variation as a function of temperature DD/DT of
a gas mixture 50%CO:50%H2 molecules on a clean (111) surface. The results are taken
after an MD simulation time of 120 ps. (red squares) experimental results by Chun
et al. [2] for the temperature dependence of the metal dusting corrosion rate of the
same gas mixture. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

and temperature on both S3 and S5 grain boundaries emerging on
the (111) and (210) surfaces and their corresponding ideal slabs
with non-defective surfaces.

3.2.1. Temperature effect on CO dissociation on iron surfaces
To examine the effect of temperature, we calculate the CO
dissociation rate at 300 K, 600 K, 900 K, and 1100 K by inserting
simultaneously 200 CO and H2 molecules at a rate of one molecule
every 125 step. Fig. 5 presents the number of dissociated CO molecules as a function of time at various temperatures. The temperature dependent CO dissociation events feature two regimes: 1) a
rapidly increasing dissociation rate as a function of time within the
ﬁrst 25 ps 2) a much slower dissociation dynamics stabilizing with
time until reaching saturation. We associate the rapid dissociation
regime from 0 to 25 ps to the progressive rise of the CO surface
coverage with Fe and its high catalytic activity at the beginning of
the CO molecules deposition. After 25 ps and once all the 200 CO

molecules are inserted, the surface coverage increases, hence
lowering the catalytic activity of the Fe surface and the CO dissociation rate decreases considerably. Quantitatively, the dissociate
events increase as a function of the simulated temperature indicative of a temperature dependent behavior as shown in Fig. 5. We
estimate that the dissociation rate reached saturation when its
variation as a function of time becomes negligible. For all the
temperatures this is reached at 300 ps and will be used subsequently to generate Fig. 6.
Turning to the inﬂuence of temperature on the CO dissociation
rate variation DD/DT, Fig. 6 shows the variation of the CO dissociation rate after saturation as a function of temperature. The
dissociation rate variation increases drastically in the region starting from 650 K to 950 K with a peak around 800 K. This behavior
compares well with the experimental results of temperature
dependence of the metal dusting corrosion rate of iron in
50CO:50H2 gas mixture mentioned in C. M. Chun et al work [2].
Although there exists signiﬁcant differences between their experiment and our simulation with respect to time and system scales,
matching shape and peak location between the two results support
a direct relation between the CO dissociation rate variation and the
metal dusting corrosion as a function of temperature. Experimental
data [2] are plotted along side with the curve obtained in our
simulations in Fig. 6, showing that our MD simulation results are in
good agreement with three of the four regimes mentioned in
Ref. [2], namely: 1) a rapid rise of the metal dusting corrosion
starting at 650 K, 2) the maximum is reached at 800 K, 3) a gradual
decrease above 800 K. However, the ﬁrst regime between 350 and
550 K mentioned in Ref. [2], that shows a gradual increase in
corrosion rate with temperature with a very small slope, is not
observed in here, probably because the dissociation rate is too small
with respect to our simulation time.
3.2.2. The effect of grain boundary emerging at the surface on CO
dissociation
In order to investigate the effect of a surface defect on the CO
dissociation rate, we conducted a comparison between perfect and
defective Fe surfaces containing an emerging GB with a V-shape
groove at the center of the sample. To allow comparison, we
investigate similar exposed areas as explained in the introduction.
Fig. 7 shows a quantitative comparison between two GB types, a S3

Fig. 7. Number of CO dissociations as a function of MD simulation time in the presence of a 50%COþ50%H2 gas mixture for: (a) clean (111) surface as well as an emerging S3 GB, and
(b) a (210) clean surface as well as an emerging S5 GB.
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and a S5 GB emerging at the (111) and the (210) surfaces respectively with a 50%CO:50%H2 gas mixture and their corresponding
clean surfaces. In both cases, we observe that the dissociation rate is
higher on the defective surface, hence indicating a “groove effect”.
Fig. 8 presents snapshots (produced by OVITO [24]), along the MD
trajectory of CO dissociation on the S5 GB and its corresponding
(210) perfect surface. For a 50%CO:50%H2 gas mixture reacting over
bcc-Fe, we can visually see that the dissociation is higher in the
groove area compared to the clean surface, especially at the step
edges, conﬁrming Fig. 7 results. Moreover, Fig. 8 shows the formation of new molecules such as CO2 and H2O generally after 20 ps
of simulation time (more details in Fig. S1 of the supplementary
materials). The relaxation of CO molecules on the surface and
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dissociation leads to high oxygen concentration on the surface,
while carbon atoms diffuse to the subsurface. The dissociation rate
for the S5 and S3 emerging GBs is increased by 68% and 30%
respectively, with respect to perfect surfaces. It should be noted
that at the macroscopic level, the area occupied by this type of
defect on the overall surface is generally smaller than the GB area in
our model and can vary based on the material's microstructural
morphology and grain size. This means that CO dissociation rate
will change accordingly. Nevertheless, the high dissociation rate
observed in the groove region is still indispensable for initiating
corrosion and forming the ﬁrst cementite seeds.
The dissociation rate of 100 CO molecules inserted on the two
surfaces is found to be 4.0 atom/nm2 for the (111) surface and 3.5

Fig. 8. Snapshots of the atomic conﬁgurations during ReaxFF MD simulations at 900 K for a 50%CO:50%H2 gas mixture reacting over bcc-Fe with (a) a S5 GB emerging at a (210) free
surface and (b) a clean (210) surface.
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atom/nm2 for the (210) surface after 70 ps. These values indicate
that the dissociation rate depends also on the cleaved surface.
Section 3.1 in Ref. [25] shows that (110) and (210) are at the two
ends of the spectrum of packing density, interlayer separation, and
other related structural parameters; (111) lies somewhere in the
middle. Moreover, the charge analysis in Table 5 of the same
reference clearly indicates that the more packed the surface, the
more electrons are available to the surface layers, which has a direct
relation in reducing the dissociation barrier and thus increasing the
dissociation rate. This result explains why the dissociation rate on a
(111) surface is much higher than on a (210) surface (see Fig. 7). It
should be noted that the dissociation rate depends also on the
number of molecules inserted per MD step. This is observed, for the
case of the S3 GB, by comparing the evolution of the dissociation
rate of Fig. 5 (200 molecules inserted in 25 ps) and that of Fig. 7 (100
molecules inserted in 100 ps). With the same methodology, the
presence of hydrogen was found to enhance CO dissociation rate, its
effect is discussed in details in the supplementary material. Statistics on CO dissociation and recombination rates on a (111) clean
surface as a function of MD time in picoseconds with and without
H2 in the gas mixture conﬁrm that H2 enhances the CO dissociation
rate. It helps to consume the resulting oxygen via the formation of
water molecules, thus lowering the rate of the backward CO
recombination reaction in favor of the formation of hydrocarbon
molecules on the surface.
The effect of emerging GBs on enhancing CO dissociation rate
and thus metal dusting is in agreement with experimental observations related to surface roughness. Grabke et al [26] published a
thermogravimetric study of metal dusting in ﬂowing
CO þ H2 þ H2O gas atmosphere at 600  C on samples with different
microstructural iron grain sizes. They demonstrated that the grain
size strongly affects metal dusting: very weak metal dusting
corrosion was observed on the iron system with very ﬁne grains
after 150 h of experiment, whereas strong metal dusting corrosion
was observed on coarse-grains system after only 30 h of experiment. Metal dusting is thus triggered by certain types of defects
such as grain boundaries and cracks.
4. Conclusions
To better understand metal dusting corrosion in iron, the effect
of grain boundaries emerging at free surfaces on carbon adsorption
and CO dissociation was investigated. Density functional theory
calculations demonstrate that C adsorption in the groove area is
more favorable than on the clean surface. Molecular dynamics
simulation of CO dissociation rate variation in the presence of
hydrogen on a Fe (111) surface shows direct analogy with the
experimental observation of metal dusting rate as a function of
temperature. MD simulations comparing between clean and
defective surfaces show that the groove area enhances CO dissociation rate and that the type of cleaved surface also has an effect. A
comparison between a 50%CO:50%H2 gas mixture, and CO gas only,
shows that hydrogen greatly enhances CO dissociation on the iron
surface. Hydrogen interacts with the dissociated oxygen atoms
forming water, hence preventing CO recombination on the surface.
It can also interact with carbon forming hydrocarbon on the Fe
surface. Together these results provide a uniﬁed picture, from a
microscopic point of view, on the role of surface defects, especially
grain boundaries, in C adsorption leading to corrosion, a crucial
aspect that had been largely ignored numerically until now. The
present works offers a general understanding of the very early
stages of the metal dusting corrosion initiation at very small time
and length scales unveiling aspects hardly accessible experimentally. More work remains to be done to obtain a full atomic
description of the kinetic processes associated with steel corrosion.

Future work will focus on other emerging grain boundaries, the
effect of grain size on the CO dissociation as well as the effect of
pressure on metal dusting speed, a phenomenon that has been well
investigated experimentally but for which a detailed understanding is still lacking [27,28].
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